Move to dissolve Lower Township MUA fails

By JACK FICTER
Cape May Star and Wave

CAPE MAY — Vote results for the Lower Township Municipal Utility Authority's ordinance to dissolve the MUA failed Tuesday.

The Lower Township Council's three independents — Mayor Michael Beck, Deputy Mayor Sean Clark and Commissioner Jermaine Seville — voted for the township to assume the MUA's debt of $17 million, while the two Republican councilmen — Tom Conrad and Erik Simonsen — voted against the ordinance. Two councils are needed for the first ordinance to be defeated, one to create a township water/sewer utility and another to dissolve the MUA.

A vote of four council members was needed to approve assuming the debt of the MUA. The meeting opened with a team of attorneys and an independent auditor documenting how dissolving the MUA would save ratepayers $1 million per year.

Beck said he expected the 3-2 vote and could have predicted the outcome of the vote before the meeting began.
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